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APPLICANT INFORMATION FORM

Name

Languages Other than English Spoken Fluently

Areas of National Board Certification Achieved or In Progress:

School Size

School Demographic

District Size

School District

School Name

Current Grade Level(s) Taught

Years in Current Position

Total Years of Teaching Experience

Current Subject(s) Taught

PERSONAL INFORMATION

SCHOOL INFORMATION
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EDUCATIONAL HISTORY AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION

EMPLOYMENT RECORD OF SERVICE (Include grade level and/or subject area)

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS (Include offices held and/or other relevant activities)

College or University

School District

Membership

Dates Attended

Position Held

Position Held

Degree Earned (i.e., B.A. in Math)

Dates

Dates

Name of High School Attended City State ZIP Code

List all below, most recent first.
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LEADERSHIP IN STAFF DEVELOPMENT (Include leadership in the training of future teachers)

AWARDS AND OTHER RECOGNITION OF TEACHING

Title

Title

Position Held Dates

Dates
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ESSAY QUESTIONS
Limit all following responses to spaces provided.

PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHY
What were the factors that influenced you to become a teacher? 
Describe what you consider to be your greatest contributions and accomplishments in education.
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PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING
Describe your personal feelings and beliefs about teaching, including your own ideas of what 
makes an outstanding teacher. Describe the rewards you find in teaching. How are your beliefs 
about teaching demonstrated in your personal teaching style?
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EDUCATION ISSUES AND TRENDS
What do you consider to be the major public education issues we face today? Address them in 
depth, out- lining possible causes, effects, and resolutions.
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THE TEACHING PROFESSION
What do you do to strengthen and improve the teaching profession?
What is and/or what should be the basis for accountability in the teaching profession?
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Describe your commitment to your community through service-oriented activities including 
volunteer work, civic responsibilities, and other group activities.
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OKLAHOMA TEACHER OF THE YEAR
As the Teacher of the Year, you will serve as a spokesperson and representative for teachers and 
students. What is your message? What will you communicate to your profession and to the public?
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SHARE A LESSON
Describe a lesson or unit that defines you as a teacher. How did you engage all students in the 
learning, and how did that learning influence your students? How are your beliefs about teaching 
demonstrated in this lesson or unit?
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August 25, 2020 
  
  
 To Whom It May Concern: 
  
I have had the pleasure of working with Mrs. Keri Smith for the past six years.   She is an 
extremely dedicated and hard working educator with a passion for helping all children, especially 
gifted and talented students, reach success.  Her focus and drive for excellence is demonstrated 
on a regular basis through her day-to-day interactions with those around her.  Students respond 
very well to Mrs. Smith and welcome the excitement and enthusiasm she brings to the classroom 
through hands-on activities and collaborative experiences.  
  
Mrs. Smith is an active member of the faculty at Independence Intermediate and is a great 
example of what it means to be Yukon’s Teacher of the Year. Mrs. Smith is the example of a 
lifelong learner. She educates herself in her field and stays up to date on latest studies concerning 
gifted students and how they learn. She works hard to provide training and lessons for classroom 
teachers to use in order to ensure differentiation is available for all students.  
 
In addition, Mrs. Smith is a lead negotiator for YPEA and is the organization's district secretary. 
She is instrumental in establishing Yukon’s chess team that meets after school on Tuesdays. The 
success of Yukon’s chess team provided the opportunity for Mrs. Smith  to apply for  Yukon 
Public Schools to be a site for one of the state chess tournaments. Through all of these 
endeavors, Mrs. Smith exhibits professionalism and dedication to all students, parents, and 
colleagues. She is innovative and collaborative and is always willing to give a helping hand to 
other colleagues; as well as learn from those around her. 
  
As a Teacher of the Year Finalist, I have no doubt Mrs. Smith would be an excellent 
representative for the Yukon Public School District and the state of Oklahoma. Her genuine care 
and compassion for children is demonstrated on a daily basis. We are proud to have Mrs. Smith 
at Yukon Public Schools and are fortunate to benefit from the dedication and focus on growing 
student learning she brings to our district each day.  
  
 
Sincerely, 
  
  
  
Amy L. Wingard 
Gifted and Talented Facilitator 



Independence Intermediate School 

500 E. Vandament     Yukon, Oklahoma 73099    405-265-1352 

Mrs. Amy Young, M.Ed., Principal 

Mr. Tyler Bodell, M.Ed., Assistant Principal 

 
August 26, 2020 
 
Dear Oklahoma Teacher of the Year Committee, 
 
It is my pleasure to recommend Keri Smith as the next Oklahoma Teacher of the Year.                               
Keri teaches Gifted Education at Independence Intermediate in Yukon. Keri is                     
innovative and collaborative and is the epitome of a professional with her                       
relationships with students, parents, and colleagues. 
 
Keri was named as Yukon’s District Teacher of the Year. She earned that honor due to                               
her hard work, her dedication to creating new learning opportunities for all students                         
at Independence, and her collaborative spirit. Keri believes that all children must have                         
a place to fit in at school. Because of this belief, she has created new learning                               
opportunities for our students. She created the Independence Chess Team that grew                       
from 0 to over 100 students in less than a year. Keri thrives on finding a niche for                                   
students, creating a program to support those students, engaging students, staff, and                       
parents in the program, and then ensuring the quality of the program. Keri also                           
believes that student choice in learning is the cornerstone of engagement. She                       
provides her students with multiple choices of how they show what they know. Her                           
innovative approach engages students and makes them eager to take on a challenge                         
because they are invested in their own learning. 
 
Keri is a lifelong learner and that is her best quality as a teacher. She models                               
coachability, resilience, and the constant mindset of bettering herself as a teacher and                         
as a human. Keri is the voice of calm, common sense and most importantly, she is                               
solution oriented. She is a leader in our school and in our district and is everything a                                 
Teacher of the Year should be. If you need further information, please contact me at                             
amy.young@yukonps.com  or by phone at 405-924-3143. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Amy Young 
Principal, Independence Elementary  
  

mailto:amy.young@yukonps.com
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	Name 1: Keri Smith
	Current Grade Level(s) Taught: 4-6
	Current Subject(s) Taught: Gifted and Talented Education
	Years in Current Position: 4 
	Total Years of Teaching Experience: 7
	Languages Other than English Spoken Fluently: N/A
	National Board Certifications: N/A
	School District: Yukon Public Schools
	School Name: Independence Intermediate School
	School Size: 640
	District Size: 8576 
	School Demographic: [Public]
	College or University 1: Southwestern OK State University
	Dates Attended 1: 2020
	Degree Earned 1: M. Ed. in Administration
	College or University 2: University for Central Oklahoma
	Dates Attended 2: 2018
	Degree Earned 2: Graduate Coursework, Gifted Ed.
	College or University 3: University for Central Oklahoma
	Dates Attended 3: 2002-03, 2010-14
	Degree Earned 3: B.S. in Elementary Education
	College or University 4: Oklahoma State University, OKC
	Dates Attended 4: 2006-07, 2010-12
	Degree Earned 4: N/A
	College or University 5: 
	Dates Attended 5: 
	Degree Earned 5: 
	College or University 6: 
	Dates Attended 6: 
	Degree Earned 6: 
	Name of High School Attended: Yukon High School
	City 3: Yukon
	State 3: OK
	ZIP Code 3: 73099
	School District 2: Yukon Public Schools
	Position Held 1: Gifted and Talented Teacher (M.S. and Elem.)
	Dates 1: 2016-present
	School District 3: Yukon Public Schools
	Position Held 2: English Language Arts and Social Studies Teacher
	Dates 2: 2014-2016
	School District 4: Yukon Public Schools
	Position Held 3: Summer Reading Academy Teacher
	Dates 3: 2015, 2017-2019
	School District 5: Yukon Public Schools
	Position Held 4: Substitute
	Dates 4: 2012-2014
	School District 6: 
	Position Held 5: 
	Dates 5: 
	School District 7: 
	Position Held 6: 
	Dates 6: 
	Membership 1: Yukon OEA
	Position Held 7: Secretary
	Dates 7: 2017-present
	Membership 2: Yukon OEA
	Position Held 8: Lead Negotiator
	Dates 8: 2017-present
	Membership 3: Yukon OEA
	Position Held 9: Legislative Committee
	Dates 9: 2019-present
	Membership 4: Yukon OEA
	Position Held 10: Scholarship Committee
	Dates 10: 2017-present
	Membership 5: Yukon OEA
	Position Held 11: Site Representative
	Dates 11: 2016-2017
	Membership 6: 
	Position Held 12: 
	Dates 12: 
	Title 1: New Teacher Mentoring
	Position Held 13: Buddy Teacher
	Dates 13: 2019-2020
	Title 2: District Interview Comm.
	Position Held 14: Team Member (for GT and Site Principal)
	Dates 14: 2015- 2018
	Title 3: Site Interview Committee
	Position Held 15: Team Member 
	Dates 15: 2017-present
	Title 4: District Prof. Devel.
	Position Held 16: PD Presenter - Using iPads and BreakoutEDU
	Dates 16: 2016, 2017
	Title 5: Technology Lead
	Position Held 17: K20 Technology Grant Leader and Trainer
	Dates 17: 2016
	Title 6: Future Teacher Training
	Position Held 18: UCO, Presenter
	Dates 18: 2015
	Title 7: 
	Position Held 19: 
	Dates 19: 
	Title 8: 
	Position Held 20: 
	Dates 20: 
	Title 9: 
	Position Held 21: 
	Dates 21: 
	Title 10: Site Teacher of the Year
	Dates 22: 2020
	Title 11: OECU Grant Recipient      
	Dates 23: 2017
	Title 12: Yukon Public Schools Rookie Teacher of the Year
	Dates 24: 2015
	Title 13: Published in NSTA: Science Scope    
	Dates 25: 2014
	Title 14: 
	Dates 26: 
	Title 15: 
	Dates 27: 
	Title 16: 
	Dates 28: 
	Title 17: 
	Dates 29: 
	Title 18: 
	Dates 30: 
	Professional Biography:      Initially, what influenced me to become a teacher was my experience as an academic tutor during my senior year at Yukon High School.  I felt that I was truly making a difference when I was able to help students who were struggling.  As an adult, my calling was reaffirmed when I walked into my children’s school and it felt like coming home.  I was immediately reinspired to try to use my skills to make a positive impact.  During my college course work, I began to reflect on what kind of teacher I wanted to be.  I would often recall specific teachers that built a positive relationship with me and added such engaging activities to their lessons that I still remember them today.      Mrs. King was one of those teachers.  She went beyond the curriculum and found ways to immerse her students in learning through her enthusiasm, hands on activities, and creative approaches.  I remember dressing up like a pilgrim, creating beaded bracelets, doing historic dances, standing in a huge paper teepee, etc.   Not only that, she found time to get to know me and made me feel as if I was a valuable part of her classroom.  My childhood was challenging and my mother was absent.  Mrs. King was the one to reassure me that I was loved and accepted.       Mr. Brown was another.  My shyness was very pronounced in high school.  I did not tend to have many conversations with teachers other than what was necessary.  He was the exception.  He made an extra effort to help me in class, even though I did not ask questions, and he took the time to get to know me.   He seemed to believe in me, more than I could believe in myself at that time.  His teaching was also exceptional.  You could tell he was not only knowledgeable but passionate about what he was teaching.       As a teacher, I want to emulate them every day.  I hope to share this warmth, acceptance, passion, and support with every student I come into contact with.  I believe strongly in the purpose of educators in finding and honing the talents and strengths of our students, even though it may require greater creativity.  It is important to me to use my story of a shy and doubtful child to communicate to other educators the need to build relationships, use strength based approaches to teaching and demonstrating mastery, and finding the gem inside every student.     As of now, I feel my greatest accomplishments have been in creating two successful enrichment programs at my school.  The first is an after school Chess Team.  Students not only sharpen their skills in chess, but with a focus on competition etiquette, strategy, and problem solving.  What began three years ago with 55 students, now has over 90 students including students from other sites.  We now attend state tournaments and host a tournament every year at our school.  The second enrichment program is my Rubik’s club.  Students in this club participate during school and develop not only problem solving skills, but perseverance, and later mentor others when they have mastered the cube.       In the future, I hope my contribution to education is generations of students that knew I believed in them.  I believe my purpose is to build a relationship with my students to encourage them to be great, to light a fire for learning in them, and to help them use their strengths to contribute to their passions and interests in their future lives.  I hope they look back on the time they spent with me, as 
	Professional Biography 2: I do with Mrs. King and Mr. Brown, and can be proud of what they accomplished within and outside of my classroom. 
	Philosophy of Teaching:      I believe that the ultimate purpose of a teacher is to find at least one strength in each student to teach, assess, and build relationships through.  Students come to us with diverse backgrounds and individual strengths and interests.  Due to that, utilizing one way of teaching and one way of assessment will miss the unique input of all the students.  Ultimately, I want to know that my students are growing and learning and that they have adequate options to show what they know.  Outstanding teachers build up their students, in whatever way they can.
     Utilizing the individual strengths of each student, teachers can emphasize high rigor in output because students are demonstrating mastery in a way that they excel.  For example, if a student has superior strength in art, and I am assessing a specific event in history including the events that led up to, happened during, and effects thereafter, I believe it is just as effective to have a student create a graphic novel or comic that demonstrates that event.  My rigor and depth of complexity can be strenuous while maintaining student engagement and facilitating success.  This will ultimately lead to greater achievement scores because students will retain more knowledge, have the opportunity to practice all skills, but with the added benefit of self-confidence in experiencing success in the past.
     Not only will a focus on student strengths lead to greater engagement and greater mastery, but it will also aid in meeting the needs of students with disabilities and developing a more positive self-concept.  I believe by allowing students to meet us where they are, we have an increased ability to see growth and engagement.  I fear that students with disabilities often define themselves by their disability.  My purpose in my classroom, and what I hope to encourage in other classrooms, is helping students change that mindset by helping them find their strengths and use those strengths to define themselves.
     I think of success stories like the author Anne Rice. She struggled with dyslexia throughout her entire education, even describing it as “torturous,” but laboriously gained her Masters in English after nine years of college.  As a younger student she loved writing but spelled so poorly she was not taken seriously and was frequently reminded that her achievement was below par. Now, we know her as the successful author of many books, including Interview with the Vampire. I can not help but think, if she had had a teacher who focused on her strengths rather than her weaknesses and gave her appropriate accommodations, would she have described her education more positively later in life? I would like to be that teacher that turns around a child’s entire outlook on school, because they learn how to utilize their strengths to gain success. 
     Through this philosophy and teaching style, I have experienced greater rewards in my profession than when I used alternate practices.  As mentioned before, I see greater engagement when I offer more student choice and my standards can be higher because we are using students’ strengths.  My reward comes when students approach me with a finished project and there are smiles on their faces, a sense of accomplishment and pride, and I know they have learned something new.  I ultimately want the students to gain a lifelong love of learning.  I want that fire to start in school and continue in every aspect of their personal lives.  It fills me with joy when students ask me if they can work on their projects in their free time or if they can take it home and show their parents.  There is no greater reward in teaching than when a student asks for more. 

	Education Issues and Trends: The biggest issues facing education today are the diverse and often growing needs of our students. As public school enrollment rises, society grapples with inequality while some community and government leaders continue to misunderstand the necessity of fully funded public schools, districts and teachers are on the front lines addressing these issues in more and more creative ways. As society moves forward so should access to creative, student centered and tailored, technology rich classrooms that meet the cognitive, social, and emotional needs of every student. The United States is growing and changing in it’s diversity every day. The strengths of our ever changing culture is seen in all aspects of our society from music, to art, to technology, to architecture, to medicine, etc. Unfortunately, it also raises awareness of the inequalities that exist especially in our educational system. When schools in lower socio-economic areas see more drop outs, more violence, less resources and materials, less enrichment, less extra-curricular activities, we see a continuing divide. The effects are so far-reaching that they negatively impact our nation as a whole. When we cannot fully and effectively educate the youth in every part of the country, we are losing the opportunity to fully tap into the potential of our country. You see this quite frequently even in our highest potential students in the gifted and talented program. This program has, for a long time, been dominated by affluent caucasian boys, due to their exposure early on to text rich homes, resources, and sometimes even a societal expectations of behavior that other people target and recognize as intelligence. That’s not to say that they aren’t, but we fall behind in recognizing the same potential when a student may be loud and disruptive, wearing dirty clothes, hiding shyly in the back of the room. But today, we see this program losing more and more support, when there’s a greater and greater need. The solution to this seems very simple yet it is still complicated because of an often lack of understanding, training, and a presence of hidden bias. The way forward is for the state, districts, and even universities (as I believe this training should begin in college) to provide ample opportunities for diverse field experiences in many areas of the state and with many different students and for ongoing professional development. Furthermore, we see a greater need for schools to help develop our students socially and emotionally. Greater pressure is placed on the schools for a variety of reasons, whether it is due to absent working caregivers, increasing ways of bullying, lack of resources, asynchronous development, or trauma, the work falls on public schools to provide that support to students. Many student and family assistance programs, partnerships with local organizations, etc. I believe that districts should continue this work to expand the services they can provide including an adequate number of on site counselors, more time for teachers to work one on one with students, and additional professional development in the diverse social and emotional needs of students from varying backgrounds. As with all change, there is a need for proper funding. Teachers and administrators need to continually work with legislators and the community to effectively communicate the needs of our students. Proper funding could reduce class sizes, increase behavioral specialists and counselors in the schools, increase funding for programs like gifted and talented education, provide diverse extra curricular activities (like sports, academic teams, chess, etc.) and provide additional support for training of teachers and administrators. Without a partnership with state and federal leaders, public 
	Education Issues and Trends 2: schools will continue to suffer. These major public school issues remind me of the phrase, “It takes a village to raise a child.” If one part of our “village” in Oklahoma does not fulfill its duty or does not work to better public education, we fail as a whole. We need parents, teachers, administrators, legislators, businesses, and community leaders to all see the necessary value of a fully funded public education system based on students’ needs. Those needs should come first. 
	The Teaching Profession:      The most important ways I work to improve and strengthen the teaching profession and myself is by staying constantly informed and involved and by sharing my own knowledge with others.  I believe teachers must be lifelong learners and be the foremost expert in their field.  For the public to see us as the professionals we are, we must exude a level of confidence rooted in extensive knowledge about the history, progress, and the field of education, as well as, the unique and individual needs of students from all diverse backgrounds.  I believe that I am only as good as my experience and knowledge and I improve when seeking more experience and more knowledge.  In this profession, knowledge is truly power.       To gain expertise, I am constantly researching and learning new and established strategies to better myself and my profession.  I take advantage of optional professional development opportunities and have also begun taking further college course work in my field.  In one particular example, I was part of the technology grant training program through the K20 Center.  I was a site technology leader which required multiple hours of professional development.  While I was completing my training, I also shared that training with other teachers in the district and at my site to help them utilize technology within their classrooms.  I greatly appreciated spending time with other teachers, developing new and innovative lessons and finding ways to engage a growingly diverse set of students.       Additionally, because of my own personal experience with a dyslexic daughter, I started pursuing additional professional development to not only meet her needs, and meet my students' needs, but to advocate for other students, especially in the lower elementary.  Because of my work in this field and my communication with our local administration, they have asked me to be on the district's dyslexia taskforce.  In the meantime, I take every opportunity to share my knowledge and experience with my staff to help ensure that students, especially twice exceptional students, are understood and receiving the supports they need.     Furthermore, I have been actively involved in our local professional organization with increasing involvement every year.  I am currently the YPEA Secretary, and was elected Lead Negotiator the last two years to represent the teachers with the Negotiated Agreement. This has led to some very positive changes in our organization and culture.  I believe that this is my most important role outside of teaching.  I believe that teachers should be advocates not only for our students but also for the entire profession.  Building a solid foundation within Yukon schools requires teacher voices to communicate effectively, regularly, and respectfully to share the challenges and successes we encounter throughout the school year.     This work has led me, not only to productive work with the district but also with the Oklahoma Legislature.  I have been able to build relationships with our legislators through regular communication.  I have also arranged for legislators to visit with our teachers to further establish relationships within Yukon Public Schools.  This is vital for our future in education.  As legislators become more involved in our organization, the more powerful of an ally they become.  If we can work together to have successful compromise based on what is best for students, everyone wins.     Lastly, but just as importantly, I regularly train and collaborate with other teachers about the needs of gifted students as well as twice exceptional students.  I do this by providing a hub of        
	The Teaching Profession 2: resources teachers can use in their classroom, by working with teachers individually to provide tailored activities for our shared students, and by doing yearly training addressing needs like differentiation in the classroom. Furthermore, I serve on Yukon's District Gifted Advisory Committee. This committee works with administration, other teachers, and parents to make decisions about the program. This collaboration allows us to problem solve, share resources, and establish a strong foundation for the program.      The more informed a teacher is, the more involved they become, and the more growth we will see in the profession and in our students.  Through effective practices students will grow in their abilities and knowledge.  I think the best basis for accountability for both students and teachers is the presence of growth.  I believe assessment methods for accountability should be as diverse as our community.  The best method for one person may not be the best approach for all.  Accountability is necessary in every profession, but diverse data and opportunities will always give a broader, more thorough picture of the effectiveness and mastery in any given field or skill.   Mastery is when we have students applying their knowledge to other scenarios and problems and discovering unique solutions.  Just as with teaching, mastery is taking knowledge and facilitating learning in innovative and engaging ways.
	Community Involvement:      Being a part of improving the teaching profession and growing community oriented students is what I strive for in my position and in my extra curricular activities.  I believe that my job goes beyond what happens behind my classroom door with only my students.  It is a personal responsibility that I believe is necessary for me to feel successful.
     One important way I demonstrate my commitment to the community is through my work with the Yukon Professional Educators Association (YPEA), a local branch of the Oklahoma Education Association.  I am currently the secretary and lead negotiator.  In addition, I am on the legislative committee.  Through these roles I am responsible for advocating the needs of teachers and students to the Oklahoma Congress and to our district administration.  This is achieved with regular communication, soliciting feedback from teachers and presenting needs of our district to the local administration and legislators.  In my years of service with our local, I believe I have improved our relationship with our administration and have worked one on one to ensure that our teachers have the best working conditions and our students have the best learning conditions.
     Furthermore, YPEA offers a small scholarship through our Anton Yanda Fund for college pursuing seniors at Yukon High School.  My volunteer work through the scholarship committee allows me to seek out and identify high need, hard working, and service oriented individuals.  Our primary focus for this scholarship is community involvement.  I have worked over the years to increase the number of students that can earn this award and am happy to say that seven students earned it this year.
     Additionally, I believe that my role as a teacher is to lay a foundation for civic oriented students.  I do this through a unit I call Model Legislature.  I teach the students about the legislative branch, they create and vote on bills, then we visit the state capitol.  My larger goal for students is to take what they have learned in my class and apply it to their lives starting with utilizing the voting process.  I believe that they have the potential to spread positive solutions in our world and this is just one way they can do so.
     Lastly, after my first year teaching in Gifted Education, I noticed many students were interested in chess, but there were no programs in my district offering chess.  As it is with most schools, extra curricular opportunities were mostly limited to sports.  My students were yearning for something different.  As a response, I learned how to play chess and spearheaded a new after school program for all students at my school and even this last year, invited previous chess team members from another school to join us.  I believe this club not only meets students’ interests but their need to be involved in something they are passionate about.  We focus on constructive competitive behaviors, perseverance, and community and even host and attend statewide competitions.  My goal is to establish a district wide team that is offered to any student at any site.
     Building community minded students and using my voice and passion to improve the teaching profession, students’ experience in public schools and ultimately our community is a priority to me.  I believe it is what set me apart from the other teacher of the year candidates in my district.  I believe my job goes beyond the door of my classroom.  Because of this, it really does not feel like a job, it feels like a purpose.  My purpose to help grow and mold my students into thoughtful, contributing members of society.

	Oklahoma Teacher of the Year 1: 	If I were to represent Oklahoma as State Teacher of the Year, my message would be that every student brings a strength to our schools and teachers need to find it, teach to it and through it.  I think teachers, understandably, get very focused on the content they need to teach, in ways that they have previously taught or their peers teach, using methods that are used frequently.  But, our modern group of learners require an additional set of new and innovative approaches.  This approach takes the content we must teach but molds it to fit the skills, strengths and interests of each learner.  
     Furthermore, we should not just teach through strengths, we must assess mastery and understanding through strengths, and that assessment must be rigorous in its output.  The "output" can be any way that a student can demonstrate their knowledge and even apply their knowledge to innovative solutions.   The assessment or output can then provide teachers with a complete look at what the student knows and can do.  As a bonus, students will be more willing to show what they know, to the full extent of their knowledge, when given the adequate tools with which to share that knowledge.  We can not limit ourselves to one assessment method for every student. 
     Although this sounds very time consuming and complicated, with collaboration it can be established effectively and efficiently, and can be used year after year.  With the use of student choice, rubrics, and student input, students will be the drivers of their education and the teacher will become the facilitator.  Teachers can utilize a variety of methods (verbal, written, artistic, creative, project based, etc.) to assess mastery.  This provides the unique and valuable opportunity to observe and foster, and to facilitate higher level thinking and better cognitive and behavioral processes that will help the student grow and be autonomous.
	I see a future of education where students demonstrate their knowledge of math by creating instructional videos and games designed to practice skills or applying math to solve a problem in their lives. I see engaging discussions in history, philosophy and psychology hypothesizing about why events took place and how they relate to our current time period and how to use their knowledge to solve current issues.  I see classrooms displaying a variety of student-created art, videos, displays, and models all designed to share knowledge.  I see students grappling with real world problems and using their new and background knowledge to develop practical solutions.  I see assessment as fluid and individual, the focus on applying content rather than regurgitating it.  How does a student apply new chemistry concepts to solving the problem of pollutants?  How does a student apply new geometry and technology concepts to build structures resistant to natural disasters?  
          When students are applying their knowledge to create something, especially in a solution for the future, that is when we know we are succeeding in the teaching profession.  That is also when the teaching profession is the most rewarding.  I am energized when a student personally applies what we are learning and uses that to do something good for their community.  When students think globally, and teachers help them apply what they are learning to the broader concepts of life, then we have fulfilled our purpose.  Academic growth and success is a wonderful thing and we should encourage students to reach their academic potential.  But, we should also place just as much emphasis on their positive contribution to the world.

	Oklahoma Teacher of the Year 2: As a gifted and talented teacher, I strive to not only give my students time to grapple with complex content, make decisions, collaborate and explore, but to also learn about things they are interested in.  I feel my most important charge is to lead and mold my students into lifelong learners.  To value knowledge while also possessing a drive to learn is a vital characteristic that will help my students achieve success in their education and lives.     A lesson I teach that defines my values as a teacher is my Virtual Reality lesson.  The idea came purely from student interests gauged from an interest inventory.  Even though virtual reality is not a required lesson, I use it to teach the Gifted Education standards.   By choosing a topic they are familiar with but may not understand fully and may even take for granted, I keep the students engaged through curiosity and a likable subject.  I also built the lesson around an effective teaching strategy called 5E model.  The 5Es are engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate.  These lessons build off student engagement and curiousity, gives them time to interact with materials and knowledge, and apply that knowledge in other scenarios.  It also mimics more closely the way we naturally learn about new things.     This lesson begins with the students freely examining and experimenting with a plethora of virtual reality gadgets spanning the range of historical tools.  The students develop hypotheses on how virtual reality works through comparing and contrasting the methods used in each tool.  The hands-on aspect of this lesson keeps the students mentally involved with their developing knowledge.  As they work with their partners, they share their thoughts, whether right or wrong, often with surprised exclamations.  Their goal is to determine how the brain is tricked into seeing in 3D, while their own brain is being tricked.  We work with effective communication of ideas, supporting others’ often contradictory ideas, and problem solving.     As the students travel the room interacting with the simulations, I travel as well and am able to interact with them and facilitate their learning by posing questions.  This is my favorite part of the lesson.  It gives me the opportunity to hear their thoughts and see if they are utilizing their critical thinking.  When I seek to assess their understanding, this is where I get my most valuable data.  At that point, I can use that data to drive where the lesson will go.     Throughout this unit, students learn that to question, explore and experiment is essential to innovating.  They learn that a hypothesis does not always have to be correct.  They learn that the most important thing is the thought process in the brain and the collaboration while exploring solutions and gaining knowledge.  In addition, they learn about a history of innovative changes that led to our current virtual reality capabilities.  What was once a complicated, misunderstood piece of technology, students now see as a progression of many tools created by everyday people intent on improving what came before.     This lesson demonstrates what I value most in teaching; the need to engage students in cognitively complex tasks while giving them choice in what real world subjects to dive deeper into  and freedom to develop their own ideas in a hands-on,  communication rich environment.  We will achieve greater success as a school and state by attempting the above with our lessons.  We are entrusted every day with future innovators and problem solvers; children that could ultimately grow up to do some incredible work to better our world. We set the foundation for them by fostering in 
	Philosophy of Teaching 2: them a need to learn, innovate, and share their unique skills with the world. Furthermore, students learn that to be different can often be an advantage. Collaborating and talking through different ideas lead them to the best and usually more innovation discoveries. 


